Abstract

Modes of insolvency solution of non-entrepreneurial natural persons

The development of credit transaction and associated rising debt of households, led to a non entrepreneurial natural person becoming the typical subject of modern insolvency law. Act No. 182/2006 Coll., on Insolvency and its solution (Insolvency Act) gives consumers the possibility of remediation mode of solution of their insolvency through discharge of debt, which allows debtor to solve his unfavourable economic situation given at least part of his debts is satisfied in such a way that he avoids a devastating impact of his debt and has a chance of exiting the debt spiral and to starting over.

The thesis deals with insolvency of these persons and modes of its solution, based not only on the current legislation, but also on judicial practice because a whole range of issues have been solved only within this framework. The change should be brought about by the so called conceptual amendment of the Insolvency Act, prepared by the Ministry of Justice, whose goal is to incorporate disputed issues and issues unsolved in the Insolvency Act. The prime purpose of my thesis is to analyse the process of consumer's insolvency solution, especially focusing on discharge of debt and the slight bankruptcy and its specificity with emphasis on issues that are not contained in the Insolvency Act.
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